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March 4 - April 29, 2017

Peter Fetterman Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of works from American photographer Stephen 
Wilkes‘ series Ellis Island: Ghosts of Freedom, along with new works from his acclaimed Day to Night project. 
Please join us Saturday, March 4, 2017 from 3-5pm for the artist reception with Stephen Wilkes.

For five years (1998-2003) New York photographer Stephen Wilkes (b. 1957) explored the hospital complex 
that comprised the south side of Ellis Island. Neglected for almost fifty years, the buildings were in a state of 
extreme disrepair: lead paint peeled from the ceilings and walls, vines and trees grew through the floorboards, 
detritus and debris littered the hallways. In rooms long-abandoned, Wilkes captured a spirited new vision of this 
gateway to freedom. Of the twelve million people passed through Ellis Island approximately one percent were 
turned away for health reasons. Wilkes’s powerful images of the underbelly of the island--a purgatory between 
freedom and captivity--ask us to reflect on the defining experiences of millions.
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Tuberculosis Ward, Statue of Liberty, 1998.

Like the subject of many of the images in exhibition, the body 
of work provides a window through which to view a major 
chapter of American history. The large format cibachrome prints, 
photographed through traditional analog processes reveal 
graphic images full of vibrant pastels and decayed textures of 
time. Underneath the patina is are references to a complicated 
history of American immigration, the sacrifices made for liberty, 
and hope shadowed by struggle.

“For two weeks after shooting the first group of pictures of Ellis 
I was obsessed. I couldn’t sleep; I couldn’t erase the buildings 
from my mind. So I went back, many times every chance I could. 
What began, as a one-hour editorial assignment became a five-
year passion. In a place few were ever allowed to enter, I was 
blessed to study through every season. I photographed every 
corner, every crevice, in every imaginable light.”
 - Stephen Wilkes


